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Finallyâ€”A Pregnancy Book That Won't Put Men to SleepMy Boys Can Swim! tells real men
everything they really want to know about pregnancy, such as: How much is it going to cost? Why
does your wife primp before seeing her doctor when she hasn't put a stitch of make-up on for you in
months? And, most important, what's it going to do to your sex life? This rollicking, laugh-out-loud
book is for expectant dads in search of bottom-line pregnancy information, without all that boring
touchy-feely stuff you find in those books written for women. Inside you'll discover helpfulâ€”and
hilariousâ€”information and insights on such topics as: The Maternity Wardrobe: "A key part of the
maternity wardrobe is maternity underwearâ€”parachute-like undies big enough to fit an NFL
defensive lineman." Baby Names: "Don't give your kids mockable names like Thaddeus, which is
Greek for 'I'm a dork and should be beaten up.'" The Birth: "No one told me it's normal that babies'
heads can be misshapen at birth. I was convinced that my wife gave birth to Veldar, the conehead."
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As a practicing OB, I'm often struck at just how disengaged men can be when their wives are
pregnant. I've always encouraged my patients to have their husbands join them on visits, and after
over 10 years in practice, I've had mixed results. But my track record has improved significantly
since this very funny book appeared in my office several months ago. What I like about the author's
approach is how he conveys useful information through humorous anecdotes, which allows men to

digest the normally mundane and boring aspects of pregnancy in a manner that is fun and
interesting. At first I was reluctant to recommend a humor book, since pregnancy is serious
business. But the reaction of my patients has been nearly universally positive - they love this book.
It is honest yet irreverant, and not contrived or corny like so many other books for Dads. I've bought
several copies for patients myself, and on this latest trip to .com, I thought it would be worth passing
on the good word to others out there seeking something for men to read (and enjoy) so they can
become a more involved partner during their wives pregnancy.

A few weeks ago, my husband turned to me out of the blue and remarked smugly, "I can't believe
how some guys don't know anything about pregnancy."I wasn't sure how to respond. I hadn't been
very impressed with his knowledge to date. I was 3 months along and I had read several of the
books designed for women.But his cousin had given him this book, and the guy who wouldn't look
sideways at "What to Expect..." was making his way through "My Boys Can Swim."Soon he started
coming up with some good stuff. When I discovered my favorite jeans uncomfortably tight, he gave
me a hug and promised that I'm going to look great with the big belly. When he caught me
examining myself sideways in the mirror, trying in vain to suck in my growing pouch, he said, "Enjoy
your pregnant body." When my emotions got the best of me and I dove in for an argument, he
gracefully disengaged me.And the real kicker came yesterday. As I was directing him to steer clear
of an area of foul smelling air, I admitted to having what seemed to be an extra supply of gas lately.
"Oh, the book said that would happen!" he responded cheerfully as he quickly scurried by.Buy it,
and leave it in his favorite bathroom.

This is the only book I could get my husband to read about pregnancy. But this is written in a style
that kept him interested, and I even heard him lauging several times. Very well written!

I don't know what everyone loves about this book?! Yeah, I thought the title was funny, but boy was
I wrong about its contents! As an expectant father who has read quite a few books meant
specifically for fathers, I was expecting a bit more from this one. What I came to find out was that
unfortunately, the title of this book is its only redeeming feature.This book is neither informational
nor funny. Its brevity in actually providing useful information was appalling. Do they think we are
Neanderthals who aren't interested in having a positive and interactive child birth experience with
our wives? Beyond this, the book is completely chauvinistic towards women in every way possible.
It does not teach men to enjoy and learn with their partners during the pregnancy, it tells them how

to "deal" with their hormonal wives and ways to avoid getting themselves involved.After reading this
book, I was actually offended to think that anyone would consider men in this light. As a man who is
interested in his wife and in learning about his yet unborn child, this all too common outlook about
men and pregnancy is exactly what we do not need on our bookshelves.Forget this book altogether
and check out one that will actually be funny, informative, and teach you a thing or two! My favorite
book is one in the series by Armin Brott. He is a great writer with lots of great resources and insight
into what it is to be an expecting father. Try starting with The Expectant Father: Facts, Tips and
Advice for Dads-To-Be. You will not be disappointed!

One of the nurses in my OB's practice recommended this book to my husband and I. She warned
me not to read it in a public place, unless I wouldn't mind the embarrassment of laughing out loud
spontaneously in front of total strangers. My husband read it on the train ride home from work. He
said the nurse was right...this book was hilarious and kept him laughing, sometimes out loud, for the
full ride home. He actually read the book cover to cover in about an hour, which the author notes is
about all the time men will dedicate to reading about pregnancy. Sad but true! Even though this was
a guy's guide, since I could fill a section at a library with the books I have read on pregnancy in
preparation for my first, I figured I might as well read just one more. So I did...and I loved it. Now, I
must admit some of the cartoons are a bit over the edge and I found myself asking my husband
repeatedly "is this how you think?" (to which he answered on most occasions, "yes"). But as long as
you have a sense of humor, you'll really enjoy this unusual treatment of the subject of pregnancy. I'd
highly recommend it.

This book is written for a lowbrow audience. I consider myself a typical, caring husband and
soon-to-be father and this book was insulting. Unless you are really out in left field regarding the
issues of pregnancy, or have a really short attention span (its more pamphlet than book) do not buy
this.
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